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The statistical properties of plasma fluctuations have been investigated in the plasma boundary
region of fusion~tokamaks and stellarators! and nonfusion plasmas. Fluctuations in ion saturation
current and floating potential have a near-Gaussian character in the proximity of the velocity shear
layer (r sh). However, fluctuations deviate from a Gaussian distribution when moving inside of the
plasma edge (r ,r sh) or into the scrape-off layer region (r .r sh). Furthermore, fluctuations show
sporadic pulses that are asymmetric in time. The present analysis shows a coupling of those pulses
and the averaged flow in the shear layer region. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

In order to improve our understanding of the nature
anomalous transport in magnetically confined fusion pl
mas, comparative studies of the structure of plasma tu
lence in different fusion devices have been carried out in
last several years.1 The comparison of the structure of fluc
tuations supports the view that plasma turbulence disp
universality.2

The statistical properties of both the time-resolved p
ticle flux and fluctuations have been investigated in
plasma boundary region of tokamak and stellarator devi
It has been observed that the distribution function of
local particle flux has significant non-Gaussian features3–6

and there is a striking similarity between the statistical pr
erties of the turbulent flux in different devices.3,5 In particu-
lar, a significant fraction of the total flux can be attributed
the presence of large and sporadic bursts.3–5 These bursts are
less apparent but are also present in the fluctuation mea
ments.

Bursts in fluctuations might be an indication of transp
close to instability thresholds;7,8 however, other mechanism
could also explain the appearance of bursty turbulence
particular, transient coherent vortical structures have b
reported to have influence on the turbulent flux, giving rise
bursts in the particle flux.9 The competition between driving
and suppression mechanisms of plasma turbulence can
give rise to bursting fluctuations.10,11 Recent results
1401070-664X/2000/7(5)/1408/9/$17.00
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emphasize the importance of comparative studies betw
fusion and nonfusion devices to clarify the role of critic
gradients on plasma turbulence.12

From previous analysis, we have seen that fluctuati
are coupled to the edge shear flow. This coupling has b
found by measuring the Reynolds stress tensor in the pla
edge region in different devices.13–15 Here we look at the
coupling from another perspective, how the edge shear fl
modifies or generates fluctuation pulses. To do so, we fo
on the characterization of the pulse wave form and how
changes as we look around the shear layer position. A
tematic investigation of the statistical properties of fluctu
tions in the plasma boundary region of stellarators, A
vanced Toroidal Facility ~ATF!16 and Wendelstein
7-Advanced Stellarator~W7-AS!,17 and tokamak, Joint Eu-
ropean Torus~JET!,18 is presented. We also compare the
results to those obtained by analyzing the plasma fluctuat
in a nonfusion device~Thorello!.19

The paper is organized as follows. The statistical to
used in the analysis of experimental signals are presente
Sec. II. The experimental investigation of the statistical pro
erties of fluctuations in fusion and nonfusion plasmas is
scribed in Sec. III. A discussion of the experimental results
presented in Sec. IV. In Sec. V results from a numeri
simulation of competition between instability drive an
decorrelation effects are presented. Conclusions are give
Sec. VI.
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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1409Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Statistical characterization of fluctuation wave forms . . .
II. ANALYSIS TOOLS FOR THE STATISTICAL
CHARACTERIZATION OF WAVE FORMS

In the past, we have studied the statistical properties
the turbulent particle flux as measured by Langmuir prob
Those studies have shown that the probability density fu
tion ~PDF! of the particle fluxes is clearly non-Gaussia
However, we have also identified departures from Gauss
ity in the fluctuation measurements.3,5 This was particularly
evident in the ion saturation current fluctuations around
edge shear flow layer. This departure from Gaussianity
associated with the appearance of pulses that have an a
metric wave form.3 A characterization of the statistical prop
erties of the PDF was done through the determination of
skewness and the kurtosis. In order to characterize the
tuation pulses’ wave forms, we focus here on the skewn
and the asymmetry.

Given N samples@x( i ),i 51,...,N# of a time seriesx(t),
the skewness, third-order moment of the probability den
function, may be estimated as

S5
1

s3~x!N (
i 51

N

@x~ i !2m~x!#3, ~1!

where

s~x!5S 1

N (
i 51

N

@x~ i !2m~x!#2D 1/2

, m~x!5
1

N (
i 51

N

x~ i !

are the standard deviation and the mean value estimates
spectively.

The skewness~S! gives a measure of the degree of sy
metry of the PDF with respect to its mean value. For a sy
metric distribution,S equals zero. A positive value of theS
parameter corresponds to an asymmetric PDF with a lon
tail for x(t).m(x) than forx(t),m(x). We have the oppo-
site situation forS,0.

In order to quantify the degree of time asymmetry
turbulent events, we can estimate the skewness of the
derivative of the signal~A! as

A5
1

s3~xt!N
(
i 51

N21

@xt~ i !2m~xt!#
3, ~2!

wherext5dx/dt is the time derivative of the signal,xt( i )
5@x( i 11)2x( i )#/Dt,Dt being the sampling period.

This parameter measures the degree of time asymm
in the fluctuating signal. A value ofA50 corresponds to a
signal whose time derivative has a symmetric PDF. Posi
values ofA indicate that the signal has, on average, fluct
tions with a rise time shorter than its decay time. WhenA
,0, the signal shows decay times shorter than the co
sponding rise times. For instance, let us consider a peri
signal made up from equal size sawtooth wave forms.
this wave form,t1 is the rising time andt2 the decay time.
An analytical estimate of the skewness givesS50 and the
asymmetryA5(t22t1)/At1t2. This clearly shows that the
parameterA measures the asymmetry of the wave form. W
have used this parameter to quantify the time asymmetr
fluctuation turbulent bursts.
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The estimation of high order moments of a PDF from
limited number of samples requires an estimation of the
tistical errors associated with the calculation. The meth
used in this work to quantify statistical errors in mome
estimates is described in the Appendix.

III. STATISTICAL PROPERTIES OF FLUCTUATIONS IN
DIFFERENT CONFINEMENT DEVICES

Plasma edge turbulence has been characterized by
suring the fluctuations in the ion saturation current and flo
ing potential signals, using Langmuir probes.20 The experi-
ments that we consider in this work have been carried ou
the plasma boundary region of tokamak~JET!,18 stellarators
~ATF16 and W7-AS!,17 and low temperature plasma
~Thorello!.19 In what follows, we summarize the main resul
of the analysis for these experiments.

A. Experiments in the ATF torsatron

The ATF stellarator is a four field period (M54, 1
52) torsatron with a major radiusR52.1 m and averaged
minor radiusa50.27 m. The fluctuation measurement e
periments were performed in electron cyclotron reson
heated ~ECRH! plasmas, with heating powerPECRH

'200 kW and magnetic fieldB51 T. Fluctuations have
been characterized using the experimental setup previo
described.21 Measurements were done in the proximity of t
naturally occurring velocity shear layer.22 Signals were digi-
tized at a sampling rate of 1 MHz, using a 10 bit. 16 kbyt
channel digitizer. In a series of similar reproducible plas
discharges, measurements were taken at different radia
sitions. The probe was fixed at a radial position during
discharge and its position was changed from shot to sho

Figure 1~a! shows the plasma edge electron density p
file, as deduced from ion saturation current measureme
The poloidal phase velocity of fluctuations (Vu) is shown in
Fig. 1~b!. This velocity is deduced from the measurements
two floating probes poloidally separated by 2 mm. Arou
the positionZ539 cm, the phase velocity of fluctuation
changes sign from propagation in the ion drift direction
the scrape-off layer~SOL! to propagation in the electron drif
direction at the plasma edge~velocity shear location!. Each
point shown in Figs. 1 and 2 has been calculated using
3104 samples.

The skewness of the ion saturation current, floating
tential, and their corresponding time derivatives~asymmetry!
has been computed using the definitions given in Eqs.~1!
and~2!. The skewness@Eq. ~1!# of the ion saturation curren
and floating potential signals are shown in Figs. 2~a! and
2~c!. It can be seen that the PDF of both saturation curr
and floating potential deviates from a Gaussian distribut
(S.0) in the SOL region of the plasma.

In Figs. 2~b! and 2~d! we show the degree of time asym
metry in turbulent bursts@a parameter given by Eq.~2!# for
ion saturation current and floating potential signals. Ion sa
ration current has a positive asymmetry in the scrape
layer side of the velocity shear location, corresponding
fluctuation pulses with a rise time shorter than their dec
time (A.0). In the SOL region, the floating potential sig
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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1410 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Sánchez et al.
nals haveA,0, corresponding to fluctuation pulses with fa
decay and slow rise. The degree of time asymmetry of b
signals changes around the shear layer, withA'0 at this
position.

Similar results have been obtained in analyzing differ
measurements obtained in similar experiments.

B. Experiments in JET tokamak

In the JET tokamak (R52.85 m, a50.95 m), measure
ments were taken by a multiple Langmuir probe,23 in the
limiter phase of ohmic heated discharges (B52.4 T, I p

'2 MA!.

FIG. 1. Plasma profiles of the electron density (ne) and the phase velocity
of fluctuations (Vu) deduced from Langmuir probes measurements in
plasma boundary region of the ATF stellarator.
Downloaded 10 Oct 2000 to 130.206.11.122.Redistribution subject to
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In these measurements, a fast reciprocating Langm
probe was inserted into the plasma boundary region mak
it possible to measure edge profiles of saturation current
floating potential in a single shot. Signals were sampled
rate of 0.5 MHz.

Radial profiles of the ion saturation current and the p
loidal phase velocity of fluctuations (Vu) are shown in Fig.
3, in which (r sep) corresponds to the location of the la
closed flux surface computed by magnetic codes. Figur
shows the results obtained for the skewness~S parameter!
and the degree of time asymmetry~A parameter! for both ion
saturation current and floating potential signals. The satu
tion current has a nonsymmetric PDF (S.0) in the SOL,
and theS parameter increases as the probe moves outw
The floating potential signal also has a nonsymmetric PDF
the region22 cm,r 2r sep,3 cm. Both signals, current an
potential, have rather symmetric PDFs (S50) around the
position of the shear layer (r 2r sep'22 cm).

The asymmetry~A! of the saturation current has positiv
values in the SOL region of the plasma (22 cm,r 2r sep

,3 cm), implying fluctuation pulses with a rise time short
than its decay time. The floating potential signal has nega
values of theA parameter in the same region. The values
the A parameter, for both saturation current and floating p
tential, are close to zero in the proximity of the veloci
shear location (r 2r sep522 cm).

As the probe moves radially, the signal is not stric
stationary but both the mean and the rms values are chan
in time. This nonstationarity can lead to misestimating t
moments.24 In the present experiments we have used 25
samples~5 ms! to compute theS and A parameters. In this
time interval the signal can be considered quasistation
The analysis was repeated with different sample~time win-
dow! sizes and the results were very similar, thus proving
validity of the quasistationarity assumption.

The radial dependence ofS andA have been studied in
several similar plasma discharges and very similar res
were obtained.

e

e
s

FIG. 2. Skewness~S! and asymmetry
~A! of saturation current@~a!, ~b!# and
floating potential @~c!, ~d!# in the
plasma boundary region of ATF. The
gray band shows the zone where th
radial gradient in the phase velocity i
largest.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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C. Experiments in W7-AS stellarator

In the stellarator W7-AS (M55, 152, R52 m, a
50.2 m!, experiments were performed under electron cyc
tron resonant heating~ECRH!, with heating powerPECRH

'200 kW and magnetic fieldB51.25 T. As in the case o
JET experiments, a fast reciprocating Langmuir probe w
inserted into the plasma boundary region making it poss
to measure edge profiles in a single shot. Measurements
digitized at a sampling rate of 2 MHz. In the present expe

FIG. 3. Plasma profiles of the ion saturation current (I s) and the phase
velocity of fluctuations (Vu) measured by Langmuir probes in the plasm
boundary region in the JET tokamak.
Downloaded 10 Oct 2000 to 130.206.11.122.Redistribution subject to
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ment we have used 8000 samples~4 ms! to compute theS
and A parameters. In this time interval the signal can
considered quasistationary. The results are quite sim
when the analysis is repeated with different sample si
below 8000 samples.

Figure 5 shows the ion saturation current and the po
dal phase velocity of fluctuations (Vu) deduced from two
measurements of floating potential signals poloidally se
rated by 2 mm. In Fig. 5 (r sh) corresponds to the position o
the velocity shear, where the phase velocity of fluctuatio
changes sign and has a larger gradient.

The radial profiles ofS andA parameters at the plasm
boundary of the W7-AS stellarator are shown in Fig. 6. T
ion saturation current is a nonsymmetric signal at all
radial positions studied, having positive fluctuation puls
(S.0). The radial variation of the skewness of the satu
tion current and floating potential signals show certain rad
structure, the deviation from a Gaussian distribution be
maximum aroundr 2r sh'0.2 cm andr 2r sh'2.5 cm @see
Figs. 6~a! and 6~c!#. Near r 2r sh'1 cm, where the velocity
curvature peaks, the deviation of saturation current and fl
ing potential PDFs from a Gaussian distribution has a lo
minimum.

With respect to the degree of time asymmetry, Fig. 6~b!
shows that saturation current has fluctuation pulses w
short rise time and a longer decay time, as it correspond
A.0. The radial structure observed in the skewness is re
duced in the asymmetry~A!. The time asymmetry of the
fluctuation pulses in the saturation current decreases at
outer region of the SOL(r 2r sh.3 cm). Figure 6~d! shows
that the floating potential has fluctuation pulses with f
decay and slow rise (A,0) at the SOL region (r 2r sh

.0).

D. Experiments in Thorello low temperature plasmas

The statistical properties of fluctuations have been st
ied in the Thorello device (R50.4 m, r 50.08 m, B
'0.25 T! using Langmuir probes. Typical edge plasma p
e
e

s

FIG. 4. Skewness~S! and asymmetry
~A! of saturation current@~a!, ~b!# and
floating potential @~c!, ~d!# in the
plasma boundary region of JET. Th
gray band shows the zone where th
radial gradient in the phase velocity i
largest.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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1412 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Sánchez et al.
rameters in this device are: plasma density'1011cm23 and
electron temperatures in the range of 1–5 eV. Previous m
surements of plasma fluctuations in the Thorello device h
shown fluctuations levels in density and potential up
40%.25 Metallic plates are inserted in the plasma to cont
the plasma size, thus acting as limiters; a velocity shear la
is formed in the proximity of the metallic plate location
Measurements were done at different radial positions al
the minor radius of Thorello plasma, radially moving th

FIG. 5. Plasma profiles of the ion saturation current (I s) and the phase
velocity of fluctuations (Vu) measured by Langmuir probes in the plasm
boundary region in the W7-AS stellarator.
Downloaded 10 Oct 2000 to 130.206.11.122.Redistribution subject to
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probe during the steady-state discharge. The signals w
digitized at a sampling rate of 1 MHz using a 32 kbyte
channel digitizer.

As in fusion plasmas, the floating potential and the rad
electric field change sign in the proximity of the limiter ra
dius. As a consequence, the poloidal velocity reverses f
propagation in the ion drift direction at the outer region
propagation in the electron drift direction in the plasma bu
side of the shear location. Figure 7 shows the floating pot
tial and theE3B velocity (VE3B) deduced from plasma
potential measurements, plotted versus the radial position~r!.
The radial gradient inVE3B is about 105 s21 in the shear
location.

The radial profiles of the skewness of the ion saturat
current and floating potential~S parameter! and its time de-
rivatives ~A parameter! are shown in Fig. 8. For ion satura
tion current, theS parameter is very close to zero in th
proximity of the shear location and increases both in
outer region of the plasma (r .5 cm) and in the plasma inne
region (r ,4 cm). At r'4.5 cm saturation current fluctua
tions have a near-Gaussian character with a symmetric P
In the case of floating potential, fluctuations have a ne
symmetric PDF atr'5 cm, and an asymmetric PDF (S
,0) both in the outer region (r .5 cm) and inside the shea
layer (r ,4 cm).

TheA parameter is positive for the ion saturation curre
signal at both sides ofr'4.5 cm. In the case of floating
potential, fluctuation pulses have a negative asymmetry
both sides ofr'5 cm.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Two different features have been observed in the fl
tuations. On the one hand, it has been shown that fluctuat
have a non-Gaussian character, mainly in the scrape-off la
region of the plasma.

For positive defined signals~e.g., plasma density! a non-
Gaussian PDF is expected when the standard deviatio
.
re
-

FIG. 6. Skewness~S! and asymmetry
~A! of saturation current@~a!, ~b!# and
floating potential @~c!, ~d!# in the
plasma boundary region of W7-AS
The gray band shows the zone whe
the radial gradient in the phase veloc
ity is largest.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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1413Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Statistical characterization of fluctuation wave forms . . .
similar to the mean value, as is the case in the SOL reg
where the normalized fluctuation levels are high~'30–
40%!. In particular, the ion saturation current is a positi
defined function for which a Poisson-like distribution
more likely than a Gaussian one at this region. In the cas
the potential signal, the signal provided by the Langm
probes isf f5fp2aTe , wherefp is the plasma potential
Te is the electron temperature, anda'3 for hydrogen plas-
mas. AsTe is positive defined, it would be expected to ha
a Poisson-like distribution, thus influencing the statisti
properties off f . Taking into account these considerations

FIG. 7. Plasma profiles of the ion saturation current (I s) andE3B velocity
deduced from plasma potential measurements (VE3B) along the minor ra-
dius of Thorello plasma.
Downloaded 10 Oct 2000 to 130.206.11.122.Redistribution subject to
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monotonous change of the non-Gaussian character as
normalized fluctuation level increases~moving outward!
would be expected.26 However, singular changes in the va
ues of theSparameter of both saturation current and floati
potential around the position of zero velocity~ATF, W7-AS!
or a minimum in theS parameter around this position~JET,
Thorello! have been observed, which suggests that this is
the key mechanism to explain the lack of Gaussianity
served in edge fluctuations.

A deviation in the PDF of fluctuations from a Gaussi
distribution can be expected in the presence of cohe
structures. This kind of deviation has been observed in
merical simulations of plasma turbulence.9,27

A second feature observed in fluctuations is the ti
asymmetry of turbulent bursts. This property is not dep
dent on the lack of Gaussianity in the signals, but it carr
dynamical information. Different mechanisms should
considered to explain this feature of plasma turbulence in
plasma boundary region in fusion and nonfusion plasma

First, the time asymmetry could be a consequence of
propagation, either radial or poloidal, of spatially asymmet
turbulent structures. This picture is consistent with the f
that, in some cases~ATF, JET, Thorello!, there is an actua
poloidal propagation withA being minimum in the proximity
of the zero poloidal velocity point.

The fact that the time asymmetry of fluctuation spik
changes around the velocity shear layer suggests that s
mechanisms related to the shear layer is involved in
modification of the fluctuation properties in the plasm
boundary region. The interplay between the shear flow
the fluctuations has been observed by studying the elec
static Reynolds stress in the plasma boundary region in
ferent devices.13–15 The time asymmetry of the bursts su
gests the presence of competition processes, typical f
Volterra systems, already observed in several simulation
edge turbulence.28

The shear layer could have an influence on radia
propagating structures generated inside this region. S
r

FIG. 8. Skewness~S! and asymmetry
~A! of saturation current@~a!, ~b!# and
floating potential@~c!, ~d!# measured
by Langmuir probes along the mino
radius of Thorello plasma.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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1414 Phys. Plasmas, Vol. 7, No. 5, May 2000 Sánchez et al.
organized criticality models have recently been proposed
explain the nature of transport in fusion devices.7,8 Within
this paradigm, the presence of radially propagating trans
avalanches would lead to non-Gaussian features in fluc
tions in the plasma boundary region, and, perhaps, to t
asymmetry of fluctuations events. The shear layer wo
decorrelate avalanches, leading to fluctuations with a n
Gaussian character and reducing the time asymmetry of
tuation events.

The shear layer could play a more active role in gen
ating fluctuation pulses with time symmetry. In the pres
experiments the radial gradient in the poloidal phase velo
of fluctuations is aboutdvphase/dr'105 s21, which can be
interpreted in terms of anE3B shearing rate. The correla
tion time of fluctuations at the shear location (vphase'0) is in
the rangetc'102621025 s. This means that theE3B
shearing rate at the velocity shear layer is comparable tot,
suggesting that the competition between driving mechani
of fluctuations andE3B decorrelation effects could be re
sponsible for the observed structure of the turbulence in
proximity of the velocity shear location.

Finally, the characteristics of fluctuations could also
affected by the change in magnetic topology in the ou
region of the plasma. Close to the shear layer location
fusion plasmas, the magnetic topology changes significa
from open field lines in the SOL to closed field lines at t
plasma edge. This change in magnetic topology could h
some influence on the structure of the turbulence. Howe
the similarity between the results observed in devices w
very different magnetic topology in the outer region of t
plasma~tokamaks, stellarator, and Thorello device! suggests
that the transition from closed to open field lines is not
key element to interpret the changes seen in the structur
the turbulence.

V. COMPETITION BETWEEN INSTABILITY DRIVE
AND EÃB SHEAR DECORRELATION: A NUMERICAL
SIMULATION

To check how the competition between fluctuation dr
ing mechanisms andE3B decorrelation may affect the
structure of the turbulence, we have studied a numer
simulation using a model of transition to enhanced confi
ment regimes that is based on this mechanism. The detai
the model are described in Ref. 10.

The model describes the time evolution of the envelo
density fluctuation level~e!, which is involved in the defini-
tion of anomalous transport. The dynamics ofe comes from
the competition between turbulence driving and suppres
mechanism, characterized, respectively, by a linear gro
rate, g ~a function of the pressure gradient!, and theE3B
shearing rate,vE3B ~dependent on theE3B velocity flow
shear!.29 Since theE3B shear involves the radial derivativ
of the radial electric field, which in turn is proportional to th
pressure gradient, the shearing rate has a dependency bo
the first and on the second radial derivatives of the pres
profile. The interaction between the gradient and the cur
ture ~the second radial derivative! of the pressure profile in
Downloaded 10 Oct 2000 to 130.206.11.122.Redistribution subject to
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the evolution of the fluctuation level is the cause of prop
gating bursts.11

The numerical simulations show that when the shear
rate (vE3B) is close to the growth rate of the fluctuation~g!,
a transport barrier is formed. Fluctuations have a bursty
havior when the plasma is close to the critical condition
the transition (vE3B'g), but still in the low confinement
mode,vE3B,g. Particularly, a threshold for the onset o
this behavior is found atvE3B /g'0.3.11

In these simulations, the fluctuation bursts correspond
radially propagating fluctuation pulses. The local time trac
of fluctuations show a radius-dependent time asymmetry
the present simulation, the local maximum of the ra
vE3B /g develops nearr /a'0.25, a being the plasma radiu
Figure 9 shows the time evolution of the local fluctuati
level, e, at r /a50.225 ~a! and r /a50.37 ~b! in the bursty
phase, that is, without the presence of transport barrier.
PDFs of the time traces are asymmetric with respect to
mean value. Note that the pulses have a clear time asym
try at r /a50.37 ~outside the position of maximum shearin
rate!, while they are more symmetric forr /a50.225. A
quantitative description of these results is given in Fig.
which shows the radial dependence of the time asymmetr
defined in Eq.~2!. In Fig. 10 it can be seen that theA pa-
rameter is minimum atr /a50.225, increasing as one move
away from the radial position of maximumvE3B /g ratio.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A clear deviation from Gaussianity has been observed
the fluctuations~ion saturation current and floating potentia!
in the scrape-off layer region of fusion and nonfusion pla
mas. In particular, the PDF of the ion saturation curren
asymmetric, with a long tail for values larger than the me
value in the outer region of the plasma (S.0). The floating
potential measured by the probes shows a more slight de

FIG. 9. Time evolution of the fluctuation level~e! obtained in a simulation
of core plasmas using the model of Ref. 10, under pretransition conditi
for r /a50.225 ~a! and for r /a50.37 ~b!. The parametera is the plasma
radius.
 AIP copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/pop/popcpyrts.html.
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tion from Gaussianity. The statistical properties of fluctu
tions show a radial dependence, showing a near-Gaus
character in the proximity of the velocity shear layer loc
tion, where the poloidal velocity is close to zero, and in so
cases where the poloidal velocity curvature peaks.

Fluctuation signals show a bursty character, with spi
nonsymmetric in time as shown by the asymmetry of
PDF for the time derivative of the signal. This time asym
metry of fluctuation events is minimum close to the sh
layer. Similar characteristics have been observed both in
sion~tokamaks and stellarator! and low temperature plasma
Competition between fluctuation driving and decorrelat
mechanisms at the velocity shear location is a candidat
explain the time asymmetry of fluctuation pulses. This h
pothesis is consistent with the results obtained in a nume
simulation using a model based on this competition.
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APPENDIX: ERRORS IN PDF MOMENTS ESTIMATES

When computing high order moments of a PDF from
limited number of samples the statistical errors associa
with the estimation are critical. High amplitude sample
even infrequent in the signal, have an important contribut
to the moment because they contribute with a power of
amplitude. In what follows a method to estimate the stati
cal error associated with the moment estimation is presen

From N samples of a random variablex@x( i ), i
51,...,N# we can estimate the moments of the probabi
density function~PDF! by dividing the amplitude range in
number of intervals~K! and computing

Mn5(
i 51

K

P̄~x!~ x̄i2m!nDx, ~A1!

FIG. 10. Radial dependence of the asymmetry~A! of the fluctuation level~e!
obtained in a simulation of core plasmas using the model of Ref. 10, u
pretransition conditions.
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whereMn is the nth order moment,x̄i is the interval class
mark,Dx is the interval width;P̄(x) is the average value o
the PDF in the interval centered atx, which we estimate as
P̄(x)5Nx /NDx, Nx being the number of samples with
value within the range~x2Dx/2, x1Dx/2!; m is the mean
value estimatem5(1/N)( i 51

N x( i ), andn.1.
There are two error sources in the estimation of the m

ments of the distribution using Eq.~A1!. First, there is an
error coming from the estimation of the PDF at each interv
e( P̄(x)); a second error comes from the assignation o
value x̄i ~class mark! to all the samples within thei th inter-
val, e( x̄i

n). These two errors contribute to the total error
the moment estimate.

The error in the PDF estimation is a consequence of
count of samples at each interval,Nx . This count of samples
can be considered similar to a Poisson process, soe( P̄(x))
can be estimated asANx/N. In order to ensure that the rela
tive count error,ANx/Nx , is small enough for all the inter
vals, the amplitude range can be divided in intervals su
that the number of counts at any interval is larger than
minimum value~typically 10!. Thus, different intervals can
have different widths; the wider intervals will be those f
which the PDF has smaller values.

If we use the interval class mark:

x̄i5An 1

Nxi
(
j 51

Nxi

~xj2m!n1m, ~A2!

wherexj are samples in thei th interval, we recover the stan
dard moment estimation:

Mn5(
i 51

K
Nxi

N SAn 1

Nxi
(
j 51

Nxi

~xj2m!nD n

5(
i 51

K
1

N (
j 51

Nxi

~xj2m!n5
1

N (
i 51

N

~xi2m!n. ~A3!

We can get an upper bound to the errore( x̄i
n) as

e~ x̄i
n!5Max~ uxMi

n 2 x̄i
nu,ux̄i

n2xmi
n u!, ~A4!

xMi and xmi being the upper and lower limits of thei th
interval, respectively.

Finally, the sum of partial errors coming from all th
intervals is expected to be reduced by a factor ofAK,K
being the number of intervals, due to cancellations of err
of different signs.

The total error for an ordern moment estimate (n.1) is

e~Mn!5
1

NAK
F(

i 51

K

ANxiu~ x̄i2m!nu1(
i 51

K

Nxie~ x̄i
n!G ,

~A5!

wheree( x̄i
n) is obtained from Eq.~A4!.

To check the validity of this procedure we have us
several computer generated pseudorandom series. Tests
been done with Gaussian distributions, some combinati
of several Gaussians giving asymmetric PDFs, and distr
tions with an algebraic decayP(x)51/xa, with 1,a,4.
The estimated moment was within the error bar estimated
this procedure in about 60% of the cases.
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